shows pan of a mounted P' C howd and the solder joints. The devices are 17 mm high and the minimum gap between them is about 4 mm. The inspection objects are the solder joints of QFP (Quad Flat Package) pull-wing leads on the board. which have 0.5-rnm lead pitch and 0.2-mrn lead widh as shown in Fig. I&) . There arc t h m major defects: unsoldcred leads, solder bridges, and mis-aligned leads. The% defects are categorized into two different groups. The first one is unsoldered leads, which are very difficult to identify fmm their appearances. se a human inspector must check them with a microxop, sometimes by sricking them with a palr of tweezers. The second group i s soldcr bridges and mis-aligned leads wh~ch a n be seen in two-dimensional Images. 
TNTRODUCTION
Great p r o p s has recendy been made in high density packaging and fine soldering technology. Despite, effons to achieve perfcct soldering. the occurrence of defects is still unavoidable. Consequently. post-soldering inspection is indispensable. Many rnethds have been reported: Thermal radiation detection 111 heats solder joints with a lasa and d e w~ transitional thermal radiation. Shape from specular [2-61 surface orientarion. Resides the information of both solder joina, an X-ray image contains and dozens of internal layers, end i t is difficull to distinguish solder joints. The mechanical impedance method may damage solder joints by physical contact probing. The photorhermoelastic method is also very sensitive to led shape and surface reflectivity. Thus, i t is very difficult to use ~heae conventional methods for a reliable inspection of solder joints on a high density PC b o d . We have developed a new solder joint inspection method. unsoldcred leads, solder bridges, and mis-aligned leads. The% defects are categorized into two different groups. The first one is unsoldered leads, which are very difficult to identify fmm their appearances. se a human inspector must check them with a microxop, sometimes by sricking them with a palr of tweezers. The second group i s soldcr bridges and mis-aligned leads wh~ch a n be seen in two-dimensional Images. The spocklc movement was measured expenmentally. Figure 5 contains the theoretical calculations (lims) and experimeaal vaIues (points).
INSPECTION OBJECTS AND DEFECTS

Speckle movements arc
proportional to the'chmge in the objb~t's orientation 0, and €$ and defmal distance 6. and the experimental results a g m well with the rheoretical calculations.
CONFIGURbTlON OF THE DETECTION HEAD
The. configuration of rhe detection head is shown in Figure 6 and i a specifications are given in Tnble I. AEI solder joints The configutadon is shown in Figure 6 and h e spxifications of the liquid crystal filter are given Table 2 . This filter has a series of electrode stripes which ace conaolled to obtain desired uansmittance disaibution.
The control sequence of the filter is as follows.
1)
The same low voltage is supplied to all electrodes to get a coosranl low mnsmittance ratio h.
2) The intensity f(x) is detected by the image sensor. whem
x is he pixel index of the sensor.
3) 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
12) Shift evaluation function H(x)
A k a wrjct
-
The difference between two waveforms is obtained using a "[ uq;
simple shift masure, which is given by H(x) increases when two waveforms are diffemnr at a.
(3) Defect judgment
The unsoldered leads are judged based on the number of blurred or shifted pixels (see Fig. 11 ). The number of pixels which have larger G(x) or H(x) than each threshold tIth and Gh, is counted and the ratio of the number against that of all pixels i s calculated for each solder joinr. We call the ratio of G(x) the vihrarion evaluauoror GI and the ratio of H(x) the sh* evaluator GI. The defect evaluator S is defined by
FLUORESCENCE DETECTION METHOD
The principle of [he developed fluorescence detection methad is shown in Fig. 12 . Fluorescence from insuIatar of a PC board 1s excited by short-wavelengrh laser illumination and is detected through a dichroic filter. The fluorescence is only generated from organic malerial and a silhouette image of the solder joints can be obtained. Figure 13 
